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Frederic Bourke is in Epstein's black book. 
This is from 11 November 2009: 
Connecticut Investor Frederic Bourke Sentenced to Prison
for Scheme to Bribe Government Officials in Azerbaijan

Connecticut Investor Frederic Bourke Sentenced to Prison for Scheme …
Frederic A. Bourke Jr., of Greenwich, Conn., was sentenced today in U.S. District
Court in Manhattan to one year and one day in prison.

https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/connecticut-investor-frederic-bourke-sentenced-prison-s…

From @NYMag stunning piece out today. 

 

The High Society That Surrounded Jeffrey Epstein
A close study of the contacts in Jeffrey Epstein’s black book and the flight logs for
his private jet reveals a damning portrait of elite New York.

https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2019/07/jeffrey-epstein-high-society-contacts.html
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Azerbaijan. Oil. FCPA. corruption.

Viktor Kozeny http://fcpa.stanford.edu/enforcement-action.html?id=84

AIG. David Pinkerton.
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Falcon Bank.  

Of course that's where David Pinkerton ended up 

Falcon Private Bank’s tenacious high flyer earns the feather in his cap
David Pinkerton, the head of a Swiss-based, Abu-owned private bank, has
experienced the good, the bad and the ugly of the financial world and it has taught
him to always have hope.

https://www.thenational.ae/business/falcon-private-bank-s-tenacious-high-flyer-earns-t…

boop
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Replying to @ninaandtito and 6 others

Oh.....dear. 
JP Morgan and Falcon Bank and Blackstone Asia Real Estate 
Partners... 
COME. ON. DOWN!  
HAHAHA AAHAHAHAA 
Falcon Bank = Abu Dhabi backed. Because, of course! 
bloomberg.com/news/articles/…
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41 12:49 AM - Aug 19, 2018

20 people are talking about this

I have no pity for Viktor Kozeny & his ilk, no matter how hard this 2013 article is

trying to make me find some https://www.pri.org/stories/2013-07-22/american-law-

stranding-rich-foreign-executives-lam-life

oh surprise Kozeny's lawyer = Benjamin Brafman
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Mark Geragos’ daughter, Teny Rose Geragos, a “silver sponsor” 
of the Armenian Bar Association, and a defense attorney for 
NXIVM cult leader Keith Ranierre. Teny works for moblawyer 
Ben Brafman. Brafman is her daddy’s lawyer for the Avenatti co-
conspirator funsies.

129 4:18 AM - Apr 27, 2019

49 people are talking about this

🙄 

The Daily Beast
@thedailybeast

Lawyer Ben Brafman to quit Harvey Weinstein’s defense team 
trib.al/wEHiEeT
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44 1:50 PM - Jan 14, 2019

26 people are talking about this

Ben Brafman to Quit Harvey Weinstein’s Defense Team
Two men reportedly clashed over plan to expand legal team.

thedailybeast.com

p.s. David Pinkerton formerly of AIG connects to the Azeri state oil bribery scam, and

he's now at Falcon Bank which had a role in another state-oil-company connected

global corruption scandal!  

Pete EVANS
@911CORLEBRA777

Look what Singapore found. Falcon Bank, Swiss based but 
owned by Abu Dhabi (UAE) International Petroleum Investment 
Company, was laundering 1MDB money. Falcon Bank also 
laundered $$ for Russia. IPIC also in business with 
Russia@ninaandtito@thespybrief 
 amp.timeinc.net/fortune/2016/1…
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